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Dig Deeply With the Best Redlines
Compare any section of the filing. Filters let you focus on your key topics.  
Get up to speed quickly with comparisons side-by-side and over 5 years.

Maximize 10-K Season  
Instant insights. Less noise. Start to finish.

Companies make changes to 10-Ks for a reason. Miss them at your own risk.  
Power differentiated research with the only platform delivering a single, simple 
view highlighting how filings change over time. 

See What’s Changed & Where
Get a bird’s eye view into what has changed. Like when a new legal 
proceeding is disclosed. Double-click for the granularity you need. 

VerityData | inFilings
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Designed for Discovery & Analysis
Time-saving features, unrivaled data structure, & proprietary linguistic 
algorithms accelerate speed to insights across each section of the disclosure.

Unmatched Risk  
Factor Insights
• Instantly see the number of new and 

changed Risk Factors.
• Analyze the point in time when  

sections change.
• Colors indicate magnitude of change. 

Effortless  
Watchlist Monitoring
• Visualize trends.
• Generate ideas quickly.
• Prioritize tickers that need attention.

Time-Saving  
Summary Reports
• Be alerted to important changes.
• Delivered to your inbox.
• Follow your interest with a click.
• Algorithms filter out unchanged and 

boilerplate language to reduce noise. 
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About Verity
Verity is a leading provider of research management software, data and analytics delivered 
through a comprehensive platform to provide best-in-class workflow, portfolio monitoring, 
and idea generation solutions to more than 350 institutional investors globally. The platform 
is the result of a strategic merger between MackeyRMS and InsiderScore, sponsored by 
Resurgens Technology Partner. Between Mackey’s cloud-based research platform and 
InsiderScore’s data and analytics, the merged company delivers a powerful Platform 
combining data, analytics, and research management software solutions for investment 
teams conducting fundamental research for actively managed client portfolios. The 
company is headquartered in Boston, with offices in New York, Princeton, NJ, Seattle, 
London, and Sydney. For more information, visit www.verityplatform.com. 

See It for Yourself 
Discover how VerityData inFilings can accelerate your 
fund’s 10-K research with visual analysis, better idea 
generation, and powerful insights into how filings 
change over time.

Visit verityplatform.com/contact for your demo.


